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1. (0012) ROUNDUP OF THIS WEEK'S EVENTS -- SIGNING OF ECONOMIC TREATY, WITH VIDEO OF CEREMONY. REPORT OF YELTSIN'S VETO IN RUSSIAN PARLIAMENT. USSR SUPREME SOVIET MEETS ON MONDAY. GENERAL COMMENTARY ON CURRENT EVENTS.

2. (0137) INGUSH CITIZENS PROTEST ELECTIONS IN CHECHEN-INGUSH. YELTSIN DEMANDS THAT CHECHON CONGRESS HEED RUSSIAN PARLIAMENT. NEGATIVE REACTION.

3. (0146) UN PROCLAIMS COMPETITION FOR CHERNOYL CLEAN-UP.

4. (0200) PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION IN KALMYKIA TODAY. VIDEO SHOWS POLLING.

5. (0234) AZERBAIJAN AND UZBEKISTAN SIGN TREATY. VIDEO SHOWS PRESIDENTS SIGNING.

6. (0252) AZERBAIJAN WILL ONLY SEND OBSERVERS TO NEW UNION PARLIAMENT.

7. (0311) COMMENTARY ON MOTIVES OF CERTAIN REPUBLICS WHICH HAVE SIGNED THE ECONOMIC TREATY.

8. (0332) REPORT ON SABUROV'S VIEWS OF THE BANKING UNION. DETAILS OF ECONOMIC TREATY STIPULATIONS ON THE BANKING UNION. INTERVIEW WITH SABUROV ON THE BANKING SYSTEM. VIDEO SHOWS SABUROV.

9. (0508) EXPERTS FROM 'KOMMERSANT' COMMENT ON PLANS FOR NEW BANKING SYSTEM.

10. (0549) REPORT ON SURVEY OF PUBLIC OPINION ON WESTERN AID. FIGURES GIVEN ON SUPPORT FOR AID IN VARIOUS SECTORS.

11. (0656) CONFERENCE IN SUPPORT OF PALESTINE OPENS IN TEHRAN; FIGHTING CONTINUES IN CROATIA; NUCLEAR TEST CARRIED OUT IN USA; HOSTAGE WIFE INVITED TO LEBANON; ITALIAN PUBLISHER APPEALS TO GORBACHEV TO PRESERVE LENIN'S MAUSOLEUM - THE BODY SHOULD STAY WHERE
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12. (0912) FADEYeva reports on the Semipalatinsk nuclear test site, which used to be very secret. Video shows steppe and tests. Interview with People’s Deputy Col Petrushenko on the use of nuclear power for peaceful purposes.

13. (1115) SAJKUDIS decides to study the possibility of holding a Nuremberg-style trial of Bolshevism.

14. (1137) ESTONIA refuses diplomatic relations with N. Korea. (PROC)

15. (1152) V. SKVORTSOV reports on unrest in Soviet prisons. Interview with S. KOVALEV, Chairman of Human Rights Committee, on the situation in Soviet prisons. Video shows convicts, cells.

16. (1303) S. GERASIMOV reports on vodka situation in Krasnoyarsk. Video shows drinkers.

17. (1355) STAVROPOL: VALERIY KUTS reports on graffiti in the town calling for release of Lukyanov, and hands off CPSU.

18. (1443) RUSSIAN KOMSOMOL has changed its name. Met in Moscow today.

19. (1506) A. DADYKO reports on the questions of philosophy. Journal, which is experiencing hard times. Interview with director of antiquarian bookshop where philosophical books can still be found. Demand for philosophical literature is high.

20. (1621) SYMPOSIUM OF NOBEL PRIZE WINNERS OPENED IN ST PETERSBURG TODAY.

21. (1648) RUSSIAN BUSINESSMEN met in Moscow’s Kremlin Palace of Congresses today. Video report on the gathering of Russian commodity and raw material exchange. Interview with businessman.

22. (1734) L. VAREBRUS reports on preview of rock and roll competition in Moscow’s Luzhniki Park. Video shows dancers.

23. (1854) SPORTS.

24. (2000) REPORT ON PROGRAM ON SOVIET PUTSCH which will be shown on Russian TV tomorrow. The program is a joint production with Der Spiegel. It includes film of the interrogation of the plotters. The film will be shown at about 2035 hours.

25. (2043) REVIEW OF CENTRAL PRESS; REPORT ON SUICIDE OF ANOTHER CPSU OFFICIAL; RADIATION SCARE IN MOSCOW; RUMORS ON SOVIET GOLD SALES; UFO CONGRESS’ OPENED IN MOSCOW TODAY.